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Additionally, we have included information on buying a Dodge Stealth, as the car is essentially a
rebadged GT. This buying guide for the Mitsubishi GT is broken up into a number of different
sections that cover various topics. At the end of the guide we have more general car buying
advice such as how to get the best deal and information on how to import a GT from Japan.
Make sure you use the table of contents below to skip to the section you want to read. The late
80s and early 90s was a golden period for Japanese cars. Manufactures such as Toyota, Mazda,
Honda and Nissan were producing some insane vehicles and Mitsubishi wanted a piece of the
action. To develop new technologies for the future GT, Mitsubishi began working on a number
of prototypes and concept cars during the mid-eighties. The Mitsubishi HSR Highly
Sophisticated-transport Research was a range of concept cars that were exhibited through the
late 80s and 90s. In the company unveiled the first HSR. It was powered by a 2. The goal of the
GT was to not only perform better than its competitors, but also be priced at a significantly
lower price than other luxury automobiles. The car featured a whole host of air dams, scoops,
ducts and power bulges that made it one of the most striking cars to come out of Japan at the
time. To power such an impressive looking car, Mitsubishi decided to use a 3. They then kitted
out the car with a sophisticated all-wheel-drive system, four-wheel steering, active
aerodynamics, a tuneable exhaust, and electronically controlled suspension. Base models were
offered with front-wheel drive in North America, while Japanese base models featured the same
four-wheel drive system found on more expensive models. Additionally, those in North America
could opt for the Dodge Stealth, a re-badged GT that featured exactly the same mechanicals.
The GT and Stealth enjoyed great success during the early 90s. However, by the late s sales
dropped off significantly due to increases in price and a lack of demand for sports cars like the
GT. Production for Japanese domestic market GTs GTO finished in the year , with the final two
cars being sold the following year. While the GT remained relatively unchanged during its
ten-year production run, there were a number of minor revisions and facelifts. We have
explained them below:. VR4 models from this generation featured a front active air dam that was
discontinued on later models. These were given a slick yellow paint job, a Remus sports
exhaust, OZ Futura rims, a HKS air filter, a model number plate, a C-net phone system and extra
power car now produced bhp. These featured a redesigned front bumper and new projector
beam headlights that replaced the old pop-up ones. The interior was redesigned with a new
audio system, dual air bags, and revised air conditioning. Mitsubishi also gave the car a slight
increase in power and twin-turbocharged models could now be had with a six-speed manual
transmission. Mk2 GTs were produced from to They fitted a new more aggressive front bumper,
new sail panels, lights, and turn signals. In and a special hardtop convertible version of the GT
was offered for the US market. At the bottom end of the range was the base model. From to , the
base GT was powered by a naturally aspirated 3. This engine produced ponies at 6,rpm and
lb-ft. Torque would later increase to lb ft. From , the base model came fitted with the 3. This had
a compression ratio of 9. With such a drop in performance, the base model was regarded as a
disgrace to the GT family by enthusiasts and motoring journalists alike. The worst thing was
that Mitsubishi did not drop the price with the downgrade in performance, and in fact, the base
GT was as expensive as the VR4 when it first launched in All base model GTs were fitted with
either a five-speed manual transmission or a four-speed automatic. In America, base model GTs
came with front-wheel drive and had independent front suspension and multi-link rear
suspension. The SL was essentially the luxury version of the GT family. It came with a number
of features that were not standard or available on base models of the car. Some of these options
included anti-lock brakes, an alarm system, cruise control, leather trim, the wheel size, ECS
Electronically Controlled Suspension , a sunroof, and the engine during the final years of
production. The SL stuck with the same 3. It was priced slightly higher and featured the same
transmission options a five-speed manual and four-speed auto. Like the base GT, the SL sent its
power to the front wheels and featured independent front suspension and multi-link rear
suspension. From to , the SL came with inch alloy rims with chrome being an option in and
From to , Mitsubishi offered the car with inch chrome wheels. It was powered by a 3. VR4
models produced until churned out horsepower and lb-ft. From onwards, power increased to
bhp and lb-ft. This modification made the Mk1 VR4 equal in power to the later generations of the
car. VR4s were fitted with a five-speed Getrag manual transmission until , while a six-speed
version of the same transmission was installed on later versions of the car. Power was sent to
all four wheels through an AWD system composed of a centre VCU Viscous Coupling Unit
differential sending torque to the front and to the rear limited-slip differentials. While the 4WS
system did work as intended, it was more of a technological toy rather than a true performance
modification. These changes helped to reduce air flow from under the vehicle and increase
downforce at the rear. The system would deactivate when the car slowed down to 50mph.
Drivers could choose between two settings â€” Sport and Tour. The system would automatically

switch the damping force in the four shock absorbers to give more performance or a better
quality ride. In Tour mode, the onboard computer uses the speed, throttle position, g-force, and
steering wheel angular velocity to determine how hard to set the shocks â€” soft, medium or
hard. In the Sport setting the shocks were set to hard mode to improve performance. If any of
the sensors broke the computer would set all of the dampers to hard. The tunable exhaust could
be set to two modes â€” Sport and Tour. In Sport mode exhaust gases could pass more freely
through the exhaust system, lowering back pressure and thus improving overall performance.
In Tour mode, the system would reroute exhaust gases through the main muffler to reduce the
sound coming from the exhaust, however, this would lead to reduced performance. While the
retractable roof worked well, the Spyder had reduced chassis rigidity and the increase in weight
lead to reduced performance. The Spyder was discontinued in due to poor sales and was never
officially available in Japan or Europe. A customisation firm in the United States developed a
business converting standard GTs to convertible soft-top versions of the car. It also featured
the 3. It was offered with the same twin-turbocharged engine, AWD system and other
technologies. Apart from those removed features it was mechanically identical to standard
twin-turbocharged GTO. The base Dodge Stealth was much the same as the base GT, but with a
12v 3. This meant that the Stealth produced ponies, significantly less than the Mitsubishi. It
could come with either a five-speed manual or four-speed auto, and was fitted with inch alloy
wheels. It features the same 3. This section will cover everything you need to know about
buying a GT and how to find the best one for sale. After reading this guide we recommend that
you head on over to 3si. The GT is starting to get a bit long in the tooth these days and many of
them are well past their prime. These were and still are complicated cars and a bad one can
quickly drain your wallet and turn your dream purchase into a nightmare. You need to be
extremely thorough when inspecting any GT and do not rush into a purchase. The GT is not as
desirable as something like a Toyota Supra or a Mazda RX-7, so you can still find them for fairly
reasonable prices. It is always good practice to check the vin of a car to make sure you know
what you are dealing with. Some owners will tell you that the GT they are selling is one year,
when in actual fact it is another. We also recommend you take note of the vin and check it up on
a website like vincheckup. While many GTs out there are fit for the scrap heap, there are still
plenty of good examples available and we are going to show you how to find them. You should
always try to inspect a GT yourself or get a third party to do so for you. Remember to try and
view a car first thing in the morning when the engine is cold. Additionally, try to avoid viewing
any GT when they are wet, as water can hide problems with the bodywork or paint. Like with all
cars, preventative maintenance goes a long way on GTs, so make sure the vehicle you are
looking at has been regularly serviced. There have been numerous cases of owners racking up ,
miles or more on GTs, with one owner on 3si. To start your inspection, open the bonnet. Check
to make sure that all of the fluid levels are at the correct height and that they are not under or
overfilled. Oil changes should occur every 4, miles 7,km for turbocharged models and every 7,
miles for naturally aspirated versions 12,km. Some, more enthusiastic owners may change the
oil every miles or so. The oil filter should be changed every other oil change , but once again,
some owners like to change it more frequently every time they do an oil change. If the owner
has been lax with changing the oil and oil filter, it is a good sign that they have not cared for the
car properly. Additionally, if the GT does not get much use, oil changes should occur every
months. This is because oil that sits at the bottom of the crankcase will break down in the
presence of contaminates such as dirt and gas. Other good options include 5W or 10W oils.
Avoid running oils that are too thin as this can cause problems overtime. For those who are on
a budget, something like the Purolator PureOne is not a bad option. Remember to check the oil
for any contaminates or metallic particles. If you do see any, thank the seller for their time and
move onto the next car. Black oil is fine; it just means it is probably time for an oil change.
Additionally, if the oil smells like coolant or fuel, it could indicate a failing headgasket or bad
piston rings. We recommend that you check the oil pan for any dents as this can cause spun
bearings. If the oil pan is dented be cautious about purchasing the car as it may already have
damage. It is incredibly important that this work is carried out otherwise you could be up for
some expensive repairs when the timing belt breaks for DOHC engines. If the car is running a
SOHC power unit, it is usually fine when the timing belt breaks but we always recommend that
the recommended service intervals are adhered to. The K service is pretty much the same as
the 60K service, but you should also get things like the oil pump and the valve stem seals done
as well. You should also check any stickers inside the engine bay to see when parts have last
been replaced. If this work has not been carried out, you should either move onto another GT or
try to get a large discount and get it done immediately. If possible, try to get a look at the spark
plugs. The appearance of spark plugs can tell you a lot about how an engine is running. Check
out this guide for more information on spark plug analysis. Additionally, check all the wiring,

brackets and clamps to make sure they are still in good condition. While inspecting a GT, make
sure you get a good look at the exhaust system of the car. Try to inspect as much of the system
as you can and keep an eye out for any leaks, repairs or corrosion. Black sooty stains on the
exhaust system indicate a leak. If you do need to replace the exhaust system, prepare to hand
over a few coins as they do not come cheap. Be cautious of any GT with a rebuilt engine.
Recently-rebuilt engines may simple have been slapped together to get a quick sale. Some
owners may even claim that the engine has been rebuilt, when in-fact only minor work or no
work has been carried out. If you are looking at a GT with a rebuilt engine, it is incredibly
important to inspect any receipts for parts and labour closely. Check with the owner to see
where the work has been carried out. It is usually safer to go with a car that has more miles on a
rebuilt engine 10, or more rather than a freshly done one. You may come across GTs with
swapped engines. While these may be cheaper, we would not recommend buying one. Rather
than starting the car yourself, ask the owner to do it for you. There are a couple of reasons for
this. The first is that you can see if any smoke comes out the back upon start-up, and the
second is that if the owner revs the nuts off the car, you know not to waste any more time on
the vehicle. As with any car, GTs should be given time to warmup before they are revved hard.
This is especially true for turbocharged models as they need time for the oil to circulate and get
pumped around the turbo bearings. You may notice some vapour content coming out of the
exhaust. This is usually caused by condensation in the exhaust system and if it disappears it is
okay. If you notice excessive amounts of smoke coming out of the exhaust, the car is probably
not worth your time. To check for blue smoke, get a friend to follow you as you drive the car.
The first things you should check is the air-filter and other intake components. If you are
starting the car from cold, the emissions will probably only be evident from one side of the tail
pipes typically the left-hand side. The exhaust gases will follow the easiest path until the revs
are increased and the pressure balances out. Head back to the front of the car and listen out for
any strange noises. The hydraulic cam followers tappets can be a bit noisy, especially on start
up. This problem should reduce or go away completely if the oil level is correct. Listen out for
any misfiring or chugging when the car is cold. Metallic whining sounds could be a sign that the
oil pump or power steering pump is past its prime. If the idle speed is hovering above 1,rpm it
could be a sign of problems with the idle circuit or other issues. When you start driving the car,
let it warm up before giving it some revs. Once the GT is up to a good operating temp, give it
some throttle and check for any hesitation or bucking. If it does, it could be a sign of a number
of problems. Additionally, check for any smoke when accelerating or on the overrun. Listen to
the turbochargers â€” are they noisy? Do you hear any rumbling or high pitched metallic
noises? If the turbos are making any such sounds they are definitely on their way out, but they
will probably pack it in before then. As we wrote earlier, the main problem with turbos is that
they can smoke a bit or a lot. This is because the internal oil seal solidifies and lets oil into the
system, which exits the exhaust as smoke. Turbochargers can be overhauled or it may be
cheaper to replace them completely. Inspect for oil on the insides of the Y-shaped pipe on the
throttle body housing. This pipe is normally dark grey plastic and has two inlet ports which are
attached to rubber intercooler hoses by hose clamps jubilee clips. You will have to disconnect
the hoses to look inside the pipe, but it is quite important to do. Inspecting the pipes will help
you determine which turbocharger is worn or see if they both are. Some owners replace the
plastic Y pipe with an updated stainless steel one and the hoses with coloured ones.
Compression tests can tell you a lot about the health of an engine and they help to indicate
specific problems. Additionally, in both engines, there should not be more than a 14psi
difference between the highest and lowest cylinder readings. Note: all of these readings should
be taken with a warm engine. A low reading is usually a good indicator of an existing problem
with the engine. If you do encounter a GT with low compression, it may be a good idea to move
onto another one. There are three gauges in the centre of the dashboard â€” oil pressure, turbo
boost and temperature. During a test drive, keep an eye on these gauges. Whilst driving, the oil
pressure gauge should be hovering around the halfway mark and not any lower when the
engine is underload. It may simply be a sticky wastegate, a split hose or something much
worse. The temperature gauge should be sitting at around the half way point. When the engine
is sitting at the correct temperature, give it some revs and listen out for any strange noises from
the engine. The six-speed manual transmission was fitted to later model GTs, but you may come
across some earlier models that have had them fitted. Both the five and the six-speed manual
transmissions are fairly robust and will be more than strong enough to cope with the demands
of everyday driving. However, the main area of weakness on these transmissions is the output
shaft. It is not uncommon for these to break or become worn and they are expensive to replace.
If the output shaft on a GT has worn splines, it should be replaced to prevent stripping the
splines and the consequential failure of the central differential viscous coupling unit VCU. Ask

the owner if the shaft has ever been replaced and with what as there are a number of
aftermarket output shafts that are available. There are three main options when it comes to
replacing the output shaft:. For cars that are running extra power or are driven hard for
extended periods of time, it is highly recommended that a M shaft be installed. If the GT you are
looking at does have a broken output shaft you will probably find that it moves under power, but
will slip with too much throttle. This is because torque can no longer be sent to the rear wheels
and the VCU will send the power to the front wheels. Gear changes should be smooth while
shifting, however, some GTs will have synchro wear. Shift through the gears at both low and
high rpms, making sure you listen out for any strange noises such as grinding and whining.
Check the engagement of the clutch. If it is stock or close to stock, the clutch should engage
smoothly about cm inches from the floor. To check for engagement, put the vehicle in gear on a
flat surface and gradually let the clutch out. The next thing to check is if the clutch is dragging.
Once again, put the car in gear on a level surface with the clutch pressed to the floor. Rev the
car hard make sure it is warm before you do this and see if it moves. Following this, check to
see if the clutch is slipping. While driving the vehicle at a steady speed, change into a gear that
is too high for the speed you are going. Then, plant your foot on the throttle pedal and see if the
revs jump. In addition to the above, remember to check the clutch fluid level and see if it has
ever been replaced. The first thing you should check on automatic GTs is the fluid level.
Automatic transmissions do not respond well to incorrect fluid levels and you should probably
walk away if you find a GT with the problem. Check the fluid level when the gearbox is hot after
a test drive and make sure that the car is on a level surface. The next thing to do is take the gear
lever through all the gears while the engine is running. Following this, Inspect the transmission
dipstick while the car is in neutral. The level should be setting at the top of the HOT mark.
Additionally, the fluid should be golden in colour and if it is any darker, you may want to look
for another GT. While driving the vehicle, listen out for any clunks or knocks from the automatic
transmission. Poor gear selection is a sign that the automatic transmission will need some work
soon. Additionally, check that the gearbox kicks down during various applications of throttle.
The last thing to check with automatic transmissions on the GT is if the overdrive works. When
the overdrive is switched off the car will not go into top gear, but will hold third gear. This is
good as excess heat will do damage to automatic gearboxes. Thankfully, corrosion is not a
major problem on these cars and any rust is probably the result of an accident or minor
damage. However, keep an eye out for it, especially if the car has lived in a country that salts
their roads, or has lived by the sea. Accident damage can make or break a vehicle so keep an
eye out for it. If they do mention that the car has been in an accident, assume the worst and
hope for the best. Here are some things you should watch out for:. While accident damage is a
serious problem, you should not automatically exclude a car from consideration because of it.
Minor damage is usually fine as long as it has been repaired correctly and not bodged. If the GT
you are looking at has been in a major accident, we recommend that you move onto another
one. Storing a car outside can lead to a number of problems such as premature paint fade. Here
are a few signs that a GT has been stored outside. Unless the GT you are looking at has been
stored in a garage its entire life, there are bound to be a few scratches, dings and other
paintwork issues. Use these problems to try and drive down the price of the vehicle.
Additionally, you may find the odd leak on the car, especially where the door glass and roof
joins. You may also find some leaking around the sunroof on models that have those. Spyder
models or those with soft-top conversions can also leak where the roof meets the windows. Any
leaks should be fixed as soon as possible. For GTs with active aerodynamics there will be a
switch in the centre console that is located just forward of the gear shifter. Turn the ignition one
click and press the Aero button, the rear spoiler should flip up. Get out the car and inspect the
front spoiler to make sure it has dropped evenly. Turn off the active aero to make sure the rear
spoiler and the front spoiler return to their original positions. Get down and inspect the brake
discs, making sure to check for even wear. Additionally, try to check how much life is left in the
pads as you can use this as a bargaining point. The rear brake covers can hide wear on the
inner faces of the rear discs and the discs can also become extremely corroded. Replacing the
rear discs is more expensive than the front as they house the handbrake system and take more
time to fit. When test driving a GT, make sure you abuse the brakes heavily in a safe place of
course and see if the car pulls to one side. If the car shimmies under braking, plan on replacing
the discs. While inspecting the brakes and underside of the car, make sure you take a good look
at the suspension components. Does everything look good? Or are there worn components and
broken parts? Is it stock or modified? When driving a GT, make sure you check that the car
drives straight without you correcting the wheel. If it does not, it could be an alignment issue or
the vehicle may have been in an accident. Note: roads slanted to one side to help water
drainage may pull the vehicle to one side slightly, giving the impression that the wheel

alignment is out. If you do suspect that the wheel alignment is out, ask the owner when the
alignment was last done check any receipts for work as well. If the ride is overly bouncy or
rough it may be a sign that the struts are worn out. These will wear out overtime, so expect to
see this problem on cars with a lot of mileage. The next thing to check is the condition of the CV
joints. Drive in a figure 8 and keep an ear out for any strange noises from the CV joints. If you
can, jack the car up and wiggle the wheels around, checking for play. It is important to check
the ECS electronically controlled suspension system on cars that have it. If the light flashes
between sport and tour, a sensor wire may be broken. These wires are on top of the struts
under a black piece of plastic and are simple to repair. If it is not a wire, then there may be a
number of other problems from issues with the ECS system to problems with the ECS
computer, or even a worn shock absorber. This may simply be down to a blown bulb, but it is
more likely to be caused by some sort of fault. When there is a fault with the system, the ECS
light will flash between sport and tour modes. If you are looking at a GT with ECS and there are
no lights at all â€” then the system has probably been disabled. It is quite common for the
capacitors to fail and then the controller will stop working completely. Another reason why the
ECS light may not function is because the suspension has been replaced with an aftermarket
setup. If aftermarket suspension has been fitted, make sure it is from a good brand such as
HKS. Thanks to Techworks and duke3k of 3si. The next thing to check is the steering racks on
both the front and the rear of the car. Remember to check for any signs of power steering fluid
around the steering rack gaitors or that they are not ballooning due to being full of power
steering fluid. If the wheels have locking lug nuts, make sure the owner has the key for them.
While inspecting the suspension and brake components, check the tyres â€” do they have any
tread on them? Are they wearing evenly? Are they from a good brand? Uneven tyre wear is a
sign that the wheel alignment is out. If the GT you are looking at is wearing a premium set of
tyres it shows that the owner probably cars about the car. If you have to replace the interior
trim, expect to hand over some serious coin. If the steering wheel, gear shifter and other trim
parts show excessive amounts of wear for the mileage of the car, it may be a sign that the
odometer has been wound back. Check that all the buttons and switches work correctly â€”
mirrors, windows, locks, air conditioning, etc. When you start the car up, do the lights on the
dash light up? Make sure you inspect any aftermarket devices installed in the vehicle closely. Is
the wiring and workmanship of a high standard? Or has the device been thrown in and not
connected well? If devices and components have not been installed correctly it is a sign that the
owner may not have cared for the vehicle. If any parts such as the steering wheel, seats or
shifter have been replaced, ask the owner if they have the originals on hand. Capacitors in the
ECU system will eventually break down, so see if they have been replaced. There is nothing
wrong with a modified GT, but make sure you check that any work has been carried out
correctly. We would advise caution when it comes to purchasing a GT that has been used as a
track car or has been modified by multiple owners. Finding a good GT is becoming more and
more difficult, but they are out there. These are complicated cars and there is a lot that can go
wrong on them. Many GTs have been maintained poorly or have had poor modifications fitted to
them. Still, if you buy a good GT and look after it well they will go on for a long time. If anything
seems wrong, it probably is. As the Dodge Stealth is essentially the same car as the GT, you
just need to follow the advice above and look out for any of the problems we listed. In the next
section we have included more general car buying information. Additionally, at the end of this
article we have included information of where to buy a GT and how to import a Mitsubishi GTO
from Japan. This information applies to both dealers and private sealers. Knowledge is power
and it can save you a lot of money when purchasing a vehicle. Do your research. Before you
start your hunt for a GT make sure you know what model and condition you are happy with. Are
you okay with a highly modified GT or do you want something that is completely stock? Do you
want a low mileage example or are you happy with a car that has travelled far? Shop around.
Check out various different dealers and sellers to find the best car and get the right price.
Limiting yourself to just one area will make it more difficult to find your ideal GT. Test drive
multiple cars. Test drive as many GTs as you can get your hands on. This will give you a good
idea of what makes a good and what makes a bad GT. Adjust your attitude. If you are desperate
to buy a car you are more likely to get ripped off. Take your time looking through all the different
vehicles available and then go inspect the ones you think look promising. Use any issues with
the car to your advantage. Take a mental note of any issues you find with the vehicle. When it
comes to discussing the price, use these problems to try and drive down the price. For
example, if the car needs new tyres or brake pads make a point of it and try to get the seller to
reduce the price. This way they will know that you have other options and they may try to
undercut the price. Be prepared to walk away. If you are not happy with the deal, simply walk
away. You may miss out on the car or the seller may get back to you with a better offer. Mileage

vs condition is always a big debate, but we recommend that you should always buy on
condition and then on the mileage. There are a truck-ton of GTs out there with low mileage but
in poor condition, while some high mileage examples may be perfectly fine. Lots of owners
make the mistake of believing that they are preserving their car by not driving it. In reality, this
is completely false and not driving a vehicle can actually do more damage than good. Letting a
car sit will not prevent rust or stop the electronics from failing. The service history will give you
a good idea of how the GT you are looking at has been maintained. In addition to this, receipts
and paperwork for modifications can help you determine whether they have been done by an
experienced tuner or a bad one. A complete service history will add value to any GT and will
make it easier to sell the vehicle in the future. These sort of websites can be incredibly useful,
but there is usually a cost associated with them. There are loads more questions you can ask
the seller, but we feel these are some of the most important. Sometimes, the best option is to
simply walk away from a vehicle. While you may be happy with a vehicle with these problems,
we are not. You will find a range of GTs at different prices and in different conditions. You can
easily compare the price, specs and condition of different GTs and you will be able to select the
ones that look promising. Most dealers and importers will have an online presence, so make
sure you check out their website for any GTs for sale. Dealers tend to be a bit more expensive
than private sellers, but sometimes you can get some extras thrown in or better protection.
Websites such as Reddit, Facebook and even Instagram can be excellent places to find GTs for
sale. Check out some of the many enthusiast groups or subreddits and let other users know
you are interested in buying a GT. Additionally, social media groups are often great places to
find spare parts or get advice from other owners. Look to see if there are any Mitsubishi or GT
clubs in your area as these are often great places to find cars for sale or ask for advice. If you
are struggling to find a suitable Mitsubishi GT in your country, you may want to look at
importing one from Japan. While the GT was sold in lots of different countries, the best place to
import them from is usually Japan. You will be greeted with loads of different websites to
choose from. These websites will let you search for GTOs based on their age, generation,
condition, price and more. While you are unlikely to get scammed, it can happen, so be
prepared. GoonetExchange â€” Is one of the biggest vehicle exporters in Japan and they have
head offices in Tokyo and Nagoya. They have quite a good selection of GTOs ready for export.
CarFromJapan â€” is another large portal for connecting overseas buyers with Japanese
second hand cars. They have a number of GTOs available for export. Always read up on any
website or auction house you are thinking of using. Look for reviews and feedback from people
who have used to service before. While you are unlikely to get scammed, it can happen. The
auction houses and car exporters in Japan all get their vehicles in roughly the same way. The
difference between them is how much support they are willing to provide, how honest they are,
and how they grade their vehicles. Before you make a purchase you need to learn how to read
an auction check sheet. The sheet contains information on the make, model, condition,
specifications and any other notes. There will be a grade on the sheet that denotes the overall
grade of the vehicle. While the grade on a check sheet is important, you should not rely on it to
make a final decision. Different companies have different methods for grading their vehicles, so
a grade 4 for one company may be a grade 3. Use the grade to whittle down the number of GTOs
you are looking at and then use the check sheet and additionally information to make a
decision. We also recommend you pay a third party to check out the car for you. Below you can
see an example of an auction check sheet. The grade is located in the top right corner of the
check sheet. You will notice that there is both a letter and a number grade. The number
indicates the overall condition of the vehicle, while the letter shows you the interior grade. The
car map tells you information about the exterior of the GTO and where any problems are
located. Additionally, the sheet contains information about the specs of the vehicle and any
modifications major or minor. The inspector may also write some additional notes about the car.
As we wrote earlier, the number grade is usually accompanied by a letter that indicates the
interior grade. It will show the location of any problems or damage to the vehicle. Any problems
are indicated by a letter and a number. The letter tells you what the issue is and the number
indicates the severity. For example,some countries have certain restrictions on importing cars
under a certain age. The users on here have a wealth of knowledge and will be more than happy
to answer any of your questions about the GT. This is really useful stuff, whether you already
own a GT or are thinking of buying one. If looked after properly they should provide years of
driving enjoyment. Great article! I do have a question. What is the difference between a Dodge
Stealth and a gt? My dad is looking at buying a GT. I think this is something you can answer. I
have more. These links show times by professional drivers. I saw this Mitsubishi GT that was on
sale and was completely gravitated towards the car. I took a picture of some of the information
that was disclosed on a paper attached to the car, but without the proper knowledge about cars

I was totally stumped. So after almost a week of research, and especially reading this article, I
am so happy to say that I know some essential information. Have a 92 gt vr4 I bought new w k
miles,orig engine,turbos,injectors. This car well maintained is my daily driver,all year in
Colorado. Solid and bulletproof. Try not to launch it on 1st,then you can drive it hard but not
shifting hard. I drive this car miles a day alternating it w my gt vr4 I bought 13yrs ago with It now
has k miles,stock except catback,y pipe. Solid,nothing has ever gone wrong but maintenance
partsâ€¦brakes,struts,etcâ€¦still original injectors,fuel pump,ecu,transmission,tcase,turbosâ€¦..
The value can depend on quite a few different things condition, where the car is being sold, etc.
Compare your VR4 to these other cars and work out a price if your GT is in better condition you
can probably ask for more. Your email address will not be published. Buyers Guide. May 9,
October 27, Ben 8 Comments. Table of Contents. You May Also Like. Reply Have a 92 gt vr4 I
bought new w k miles,orig engine,turbos,injectors. Reply Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Not applicable â€” Techworks uses Built in Accelerometer. This
short guide is to disconnect the electronically controlled suspension ECS control module. You
need to fully disable the ECS system to stop the indicator light from flashing. The ECS control
module is located in the trunk, behind the interior plastic body panels on the passenger side.
Just below the trunk interior light is an access panel. You have to remove the trunk trays to
access this panel. Strap up the hatch floor panel with the hook string. Remove the 3 screws
holding the passenger side trunk tray and remove the tray. The access panel cover is held in by
one Philips screw - remove the panel cover. Behind this panel you will see a metal computer
box. It is the only module behind this access panel. That's all you have to do. Replace the panel
cover and reinstall the trunk tray. Register Log in Wishlist 0 Shopping cart 0. Personal menu.
Back 3SX Products. Back Used Vehicles Labor Services. New products. New Site, New
Accounts! Re-Register to take advantage of all the cool new features of our Fresh New Site! All
rights reserved. Our certified mobile mechanics come to you 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9
PM. Your vehicle is equipped with numerous warning lights to alert you when your vehicle is in
need of attention. Each light should be taken seriously and never ignored. Your warning lights
appear on your dashboard gauge cluster, next to your speedometer and fuel gauge. This is your
vehicle checking to make sure that all systems are operational and that all the warning lights
can illuminate if needed. If the ABS light is on, your vehicle will be liable to skidding when you
brake hard. Battery warning: The battery warning light is usually a symbol of the battery. This
warning alerts you to the fact that your battery is not charging fully. Brake system warning: The
brake system warning light is an exclamation point with a circle around it. It alerts you that your
brake system is at risk of malfunction, and low brake fluid or leaky brakes may be the cause.
This is a light requiring urgent attention. Gas cap warning: The gas cap warning light is a
symbol of the gas cap, and means that your cap is either damaged or not properly secured.
Light out warning: The light out warning light is a symbol of a turned on light. Low washer fluid
warning: The washer fluid warning light is a symbol of the windshield wipers. This alert warns
you that you are low our out of windshield washer fluid. Oil pressure warning: The oil pressure
warning light usually resembles a can of oil. It lets you know that your oil levels are low. This
often means that you have insufficient oil in your vehicle, but you could have a defective pump
or pressure sensor. Reduced power warning: The reduced power warning light is a symbol of
the engine with an arrow pointing down. It lets you know that the engine is not able to produce
as much power as it normally does. This could be due to low coolant levels, a bad radiator cap,
or a malfunctioning fan, among other things. Tire pressure warning: The tire pressure warning
light is an exclamation point surrounded by a horseshoe-like shape. Sometimes it also says
TPMS tire pressure monitoring system. This is to let you know that the pressure in one or more
of your tires is low. This could mean you have a leak in the tire, or you may just have naturally
lost pressure. Traction control warning: The traction control warning light is a symbol of a
vehicle swerving, an exclamation point with a triangle around it, or any combination of letters:
TCS traction control system , ESC electronic stability control , ESP electronic stability program ,
or DSC dynamic stability control. The traction control system is responsible for helping your
vehicle drive safely in adverse road conditions. Through sensors in the wheels, the system
notices when one or more of your wheels is not making solid contact with the road, such as
when you drive over ice or a large puddle. The vehicle then shifts the power to the wheels that
still have full contact. Transmission temperature warning: The transmission temperature
warning light looks similar to the temperature light, but with a gear around it. It alerts you that
the transmission temperature is high, which is usually due to low transmission fluid or engine
coolant. Usage warnings: Your dashboard cluster also has a handful of warning lights
reminding you of certain systems that you may be using. For instance, there is a light for when
your overdrive is turned off, when your fog lamps or bright headlights are on, and for when you
turn off systems such as your ABS or your airbags. There are also lights reminding you that

your door or trunk is open. These lights all have corresponding symbols that are an image of
what they represent. A top-rated mobile mechanic will come to your home or office to determine
the source and cause of the warning light, and will then provide a detailed inspection report that
includes the scope and cost of the necessary repairs. The mechanic will examine which warning
light is illuminated, so that they know what is wrong with your vehicle. With certain problems,
such as electrical ones, the mechanic will use a scan tool to diagnose the issue. Other issues
may require a visual inspection. Different warning lights represent different levels of severity.
Driving with low washer fluid, however, is unlikely to cause any damage to your vehicle.
Estimate price near me. Service Location. How A Diagnostic Works Instantly book a certified
mobile mechanic to come to you. Mechanic diagnoses the problem and quotes necessary
repairs. Your vehicle is ready to go. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to you now. See
availability. Warning Light is on Inspection Service Your vehicle is equipped with numerous
warning lights to alert you when your vehicle is in need of attention. What to expect: A top-rated
mobile mechanic will come to your home or office to determine the source and cause of the
warning light, and will then provide a detailed inspection report that includes the scope and
cost of the necessary repairs. How it's done: The mechanic will examine which warning light is
illuminated, so that they know what is wrong with your
77 chevy truck
2010 ford f150 third brake light
2008 chevy equinox radiator
vehicle. How important is this service? Number of Mitsubishi GT services completed.
Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Mitsubishi Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some
of our expert Mitsubishi mechanics Real customer reviews from Mitsubishi owners like you.
Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Ben 41 years of experience. Request Ben. Ben is a Master
Technicisn. He is extremely knowledgeable and professional. Timothy 22 years of experience.
Request Timothy. He tried to fix the problem but he wasnt able to figure it out. Like so many
before him. Joe 43 years of experience. Request Joe. Joe is very knowledgeable, professional,
courteous, competent, expert, timely, friendly and reasonable. Requesting Joe to be my
mechanic when he returns to do the repairs diagnosed, discussed and quoted. Jason 17 years
of experience. Request Jason. I enjoyed a friendly communication with Jason and glad to learn
from his expertise. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Warning Light is on Inspection.

